Henry VIII's childhood was very different. He was born in 1491 in Greenwich, a place which is now part of London. Henry was christened in a grand ceremony, with beautiful fabrics, important men and the sound of trumpets celebrating his arrival. There was no expectation that Henry would go on to become king, and so he was brought up alongside his ...
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A golden king rises from the mud of a lonely field, where he had lain undisturbed for the best part of 400 years. In his left hand he holds a shimmering orb, in the other an equally lustrous royal ...
Tom Stoppard was paid $120,000 to re-write dialogue, specifically the lines for Henry and the Henry-Indiana exchange. After this movie’s release and subsequent success, he was paid another $1 million as a bonus. In "The Last Crusade: An Oral History," an article published in Empire Magazine in 2006, Spielberg said about the "Junior" and "Senior" conversations: "It was an emotional story, but I ...
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